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B Y  t e D  B R i D g e S
On April 10, 2013, the S&P 500 broke through years of resistance 
to set an all-time high of 1588, eclipsing the prior all-time high 
of 1575, which was set on October 10, 2007. The S&P 500 
subsequently rallied another 6% in the next 29 trading days to 
reach 1687 on May 22, 2013, which now stands as the highest 
level in U.S. equity market history. Stocks retreated a bit in June, 
but ended the second quarter with low double-digit gains in the 
first half of 2013, after achieving gains of 15% in 2012.

The S&P 500 posted a total return of 157% in the four years and 
a month between the March 9, 2009, bear market low of 667 and 
the end of June, good for a compound annualized return of 26%. 
However, from the peak of the 1994-2000 bull market, which  
was made on March 24, 2000, the S&P returned only 30%, or 2% 
compounded annually over the 13+ year stretch end in June  
of 2013.

The question for investors is whether stocks are overvalued after the 
large recovery of 2009-2013, or whether stocks remain undervalued 
after 13+ years of well-below-average returns.

We believe stocks are attractively valued and priced to provide 
returns of 7-10% over the foreseeable future, because 1) valuations 
remain modest, and 2) corporate earnings appear likely to continue 
to grow on balance over the next few years. — continued
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— continued from page 1

Despite the strong rally from the bear market lows of March 2009, stock 
valuations remain reasonable, both absolutely and relative to bonds. 

At the end of June, the S&P 500 traded at 1600, or about 14x estimated 
2013 earnings, and about 13x estimated 2014 earnings, valuation levels 
that are modestly below the long term average P/E for U.S. equities of 
15x-16x. 

Corporate earnings growth has been solid over the past four years, and 
corporate balance sheets are highly liquid. Companies that have shown 
earnings growth during the sluggish economic environment in recent years 
should be able to hold their own going forward and continue to generate 

solid earnings growth and free cash flow, which should drive stock prices 
higher over time.

History strongly supports the idea that asset classes that have long periods of 
above or below average returns tend to experience mean-reverting returns in 
subsequent decades. The early 2000-early 2009 time frame was one of the 
worst periods ever for U.S. stocks. Despite the strong recovery since March 
of 2009, stock returns for the 2000-2013 time period remain far below 
normal.  We believe that fact, in combination with modest current valuations, 
continued corporate profit growth, and an influx of capital to the equity 
market from the bond market if/when interest rates rise could support good 
returns on balance for stocks over the next three to five years.  

establish that the distribution shortfall was due to reasonable error and 
that reasonable steps are being taken to remedy the shortfall. In order to 
qualify for this relief, you’ll need to fill out IRS Form 5329 and submit 
a letter detailing why you had a shortfall in your distribution and what 
you’re doing to fix it.]

• Depending on your situation, the first year following the year you 
reach age 70½ you may have two required distribution dates: an April 
1st withdrawal for the year that you turned 70½, and an additional 
withdrawal by December 31st for the year following the year you turned 
70½. RMDs are taxed as income, and two withdrawals in the same year 
could significantly increase your income tax bill. To avoid this situation, 
consider taking your first withdrawal by December 31st of the year you 
turn 70½ instead of waiting until April 1st of the following year.

• Even though you must calculate the RMD separately for each IRA that 
you own, you can generally draw the total RMD from any one or more 
of your IRAs. Therefore, you have the opportunity to review your asset 
allocation(s) and take the RMD from the account(s) and investment(s) 
that is most advantageous for you. [NOTE: RMDs from other types 
of retirement plans, such as 401(k) and 457(b) plans have to be taken 
separately from each respective plan account.]

• Rather than taking your whole distribution at year-end, consider spacing 
your distributions throughout the calendar year to obtain a range of sale 
prices for your assets and avoid a last-minute rush to execute trades. Also, 
consider raising sufficient cash or other short-term assets ahead of time to 
help address your RMD and any other immediate income needs.

Keep in mind that the RMD amount will vary depending on each individual’s 
age, life expectancy, and the value of his or her account. At Bridges 
Investment Management, Inc., we welcome the opportunity to work with 
your tax adviser to help you calculate, plan, and manage your RMDs and 
help you keep your retirement investments working for you even after your 
required distributions begin. Please feel free to contact us if you would like to 
discuss your retirement investments and how the minimum distribution rules 
may affect you.  

  
B Y  B R i a N  R .  m i L e S
Although the tax-deferred nature of an IRA or a company retirement plan 
enables individuals to grow their account balance without having to pay 
taxes on investment earnings year in and year out, at some point those 
account balances must be distributed and federal income tax must be paid. 
The rules governing these distributions are commonly referred to as the 
minimum distribution rules. The required minimum distribution or RMD 
is the amount that must be distributed under these rules in any given year.

Generally, account owners must take their first RMD for the year in which 
they turn age 70½. However, this payment can be delayed until April 1st 
of the year following the year in which they turn 70½. For each subsequent 
year after turning 70½ the RMD must be taken by December 31st. The 
account owner can withdraw more than the RMD in any given year but 
the excess cannot be applied to the RMD for a future year.

In general, the RMD rules apply to all employer sponsored retirement 
plans, including profit-sharing plans, 401(k) plans, 403(b) plans, and 
457(b) plans, as well as traditional IRAs and IRA-based plans such as 
SEP IRAs and SIMPLE IRAs. Roth IRAs, however, do not require a 
distribution until after the death of the account owner.

Whether you’re already in retirement, or fast approaching, it’s a good idea 
to be aware of the minimum distribution rules. Although these rules are 
complex, here are a few basic tips for getting the most out of your RMDs.

• Don’t miss the RMD deadline. Retirement plan participants and IRA 
owners are responsible for taking the correct amount of RMDs on time 
every year from their accounts, and they face stiff penalties for failure to 
do so. If you don’t take your distribution, or if your distribution is not 
large enough, you may have to pay a 50% excise tax on the amount not 
distributed as required. [NOTE: The penalty may be waived if you can 
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We welcome your feedback! contact@bridgesinv.com

So why is fear so rampant in times of great 
economic uncertainty?  It’s one thing to 
be concerned about what’s happening 
in a stable market, but it’s a whole new 
ball-game when you’ve just witnessed 
your nest-egg shed one-third of its value. 
Granted, most investors understand that 
fundamentals advocate investing for the 
long run and avoiding market-timing 
pitfalls. However, many people can’t 
help but be afraid, worrying about the 
possibility of losing more of their portfolio. 

When fearful of the near-term, investors should take a step back and avoid 
making irrational investment decisions that may adversely impact their 
overall financial goals. It’s important to remember that short-term volatility 
should not impact decisions for the long-haul.

If you have questions about the current market environment or would 
like to discuss how your investment portfolio is positioned in relation to 
your long-term financial objectives, please feel free to contact one of our 
professional staff today.  

Investor Fear — There’s 
an Index for that?

Source: CBOE and Bloomberg.  www.cboe.com/VIX.  January 1990 – March 2013. All rights reserved. This is for illustrative purposes 
only and is not indicative of any investment. An investment cannot be made directly in an index.  Past performance is no guarantee of 
future results. Returns and principal invested in stocks are not guaranteed. Diversification does not eliminate the risk of experiencing 
investment losses. The S&P 500 index (SPX) is an unmanaged group of securities and is considered to be representative of the U.S. 
stock market in general. The VIX is represented by the CBOE Volatility Index.

VIX® and S&P 500® Indexes
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Fear is a basic emotion induced by a perceived 
threat. It’s a basic survival mechanism and a 
vital human response to physical and emotional danger. Although fear is 
caused by many things, from fear of spiders to fear of public speaking to 
fear of flying; interestingly, fear is also present in the stock market.

Fear in the market is generally measured by the Chicago Board Options 
Exchange Volatility Index (VIX), commonly referred to as the “investor 
fear gauge.” The VIX is a key measure of market expectations of near-
term volatility conveyed by S&P 500 stock index option prices. Since 
its introduction, the VIX has been considered by many to be the world’s 
premier barometer of investor sentiment and market volatility.

In general, the VIX measures the uncertainty that investors feel about 
short-term market prospects. It’s based on real-time option prices, 
which reflect investors’ consensus view of future expected stock market 
volatility. During periods of economic and 
political stress, which are often accompanied 
by steep market declines, the VIX tends to 
rise. As markets recover and investor fear 
subsides, the VIX declines and eventually 
stabilizes.

The chart highlights the daily closing price of 
the VIX and the S&P 500 indexes over the 
last 23 years. As you can see, when sudden 
downturns resulted in steep declines in the 
market, the VIX spiked sharply to reflect the 
uncertainty and volatility. Examples can be 
seen during the 9/11 attack in September 
2001 and the dot-com bubble six months 
earlier. More recently, when the global 
financial crisis sparked the S&P 500’s decline 
in 2008 the VIX spiked to an all-time high. 
On the other hand, when times were good 
and the market appreciated in value, the VIX 
remained relatively flat.  

Instances of this can be seen in the early 
to mid-1990s, as well as during the period 
leading up to the global financial crisis  
in 2008.

In general, the 
VIX measures 
the uncertainty 
that investors 
feel about short-
term market 
prospects.
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8401 West Dodge Road
Suite 256 
Omaha, Nebraska 68114

B R i D g e S i N v e S t m e N t m a N ag e m e N t,  i N c.  is a 
full-service investment management firm located in Omaha, Nebraska. 
The Firm, currently headed by Edson L. (Ted) Bridges III, traces its 
roots to 1945 when Marvin W. Bridges, Sr. became the first investment 
adviser in Nebraska and the 208th in the country to register under the 
Investment Advisers Act of 1940. Clientele include high-net-worth 
individuals, corporate retirement plans and charitable organizations. 

The Firm employs a growth-oriented equity investment philosophy that 
is predicated on the principle that, over the long term, strong company 
financial performance in the form of rising cash flow and earnings drives 
increasing equity valuations. Bridges relies on a veteran investment team 
that has an average industry experience of over 20 years, and enjoys a very 
low turnover rate of both clients and employees which allows the Firm to 
focus on quality, long-term relationships.

Please contact us if you would like more information about how  
Bridges Investment Management, Inc. can help you meet your long-term 
financial objectives. 

Contact Us
Phone: 402.397.4700 
toll-Free: 1.800.939.8401
Fax: 402.397.8617

email:  
contact@bridgesinv.com 

mail:  
Bridges investment  
management, inc.
8401 West Dodge Road
Suite 256
Omaha, Nebraska 68114

Web: 
www.bridgesinv.com

Please contact us if  
you would like to receive 
future editions of  
the Bridge via email.
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This newsletter is published by Bridges Investment Management, Inc. and includes copyrighted 
material of Morningstar, Inc. Any opinions expressed in this newsletter are the opinions of 
the particular author only and not those of Bridges Investment Management, Inc. All content 
contained herein is for informational purposes only and should not be relied upon to make 
any financial, accounting, tax, legal or other related decisions. Every investment strategy has 
the potential for profit or loss. Each person must consider his or her own objectives and risk 
tolerances when making financial decisions and should consult a competent professional adviser 
prior to making any such decisions.


